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About Frontex

European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the External Borders of the Member States of the European Union

Operational Cooperation
Training
R&D
Return
Risk Analysis-driven
The Rabat Process: Thematic Meeting on Border Management
Madrid, 5-6 November 2013

28 Member States
4 Schengen Associated Countries

11 500 km land borders
44 000 km sea borders
597 airports

Schengen Countries
Non Schengen Member States
Schengen Candidate Countries
Third Countries

Frontex Risk Analysis Network - FRAN

Passenger flow of
675 million
230 million - land
81 million - sea
364 million - air

Irregular migrants:
150 different nationalities

Net increase = + 327 km

695 km + 355 km = 1050 km
325 km
1001 km
22 km
1377 km
Risk Analysis Networks - Guiding principles

1. Regular and structured information exchange
2. Common definitions & indicators
3. Common Integrated Risk Analysis Model (CIRAM)
4. Common and secure information exchange platform
5. Feedback mechanism and quarterly reports
6. Joint analytical activities
7. Annual products
8. Annual/Quarterly meetings
Geographic/regional Risk Analysis Networks

*This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSC 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.*
Africa Frontex Intelligence Community
The journey: AFIC

Madrid 2010

Warsaw 2012

Lisbon 2012

Madrid 2012

Lisbon 2011

May 2013: 1st Workshop in Warsaw

September 2013: 2nd workshop in Lisbon

November 2013: Annual conference in Warsaw
What new/useful AFIC brings to the table?
Unique knowledge, data, analysis and intelligence

- Entry to EU from Third country: 6%
- Flights between Schengen and EU non-Schengen countries: 8%
- Exit from Schengen area To third Country: 10%
- Internal flights in Schengen area: 17%
- Entry to Schengen area from third country: 57%

Source: EDF-RAN data as of 5 September 2013
Unique knowledge, data, analysis and intelligence

Belgian counterfeit residence permits detected in Nigeria

Fraudulently obtained genuine Malian documents detected by Mauritania
Unique knowledge, data, analysis and intelligence
Key benefits of AFIC joint analytical work

AFIC Joint Report - catalyst for making information exchange tangible and useful for all AFIC partners

Capacity building = “learning by doing” through joint analysis, workshops and brainstorming

Adoption of common methodology
AFIC and other initiatives

1. EUROMED
2. Rabat Process
3. Dakar Mini Group
4. Priority Solidarity Fund in Support of the Fight against Cocaine Trafficking in West Africa (FSP ALCAO)
5. ECOWAS donors conference
6. The European Union Sahel Strategy
7. EUBAM Libya
AFIC - next steps

Second AFIC Joint Annual Report is ready (ENG and FRA versions)

27 November 2013, AFIC annual conference - senior officials level
Questions?
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